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How do digital projects and traditional monographs compare? In
another decade will long-form peer-reviewed digital humanities
projects produced today be known as just books? Practitioners in
the digital humanities have for years been questioning the role of
peer review, open access, and the monograph itself in digital scho-
larship (see Risam 2019; Moore 2019; Coble, et al. 2014, Milligan
2022). For scholars in Digital Humanities, it can seem counter-
intuitive that research performed digitally should still be encap-
sulated for publication by a linear print framework poorly suited
to the subject matter and research methods. Challenging this dis-
connect, a handful of university presses are expanding to accom-
modate new forms of publication, developing workflows for the
acquisition, review, production, and persisting of interactive digi-
tal works (Cullen, et al. 2018; Burton, et al. 2021; Waters 2016,
2018). These initiatives have produced both a growing catalog of
innovative, digital-only publications and new processes for scho-
larly publishing that should be of interest to DH authors. This work
comes at a time when, according to Lisa Bayer, “‘experimenta-
tion and evolution,’ especially regarding access and discoverabi-
lity, [are] necessary for monographs to remain relevant and use-
ful” (Bayer 2022).

By choosing digital formats, authors and publishers are attemp-
ting to solve many problems that traditional media present. But by
attempting to solve them, we’ve also uncovered many new chal-
lenges to consider. This presentation addresses those challenges
through a direct comparison between the processes of publishing
monographs and the work of preparing a published digital project.
Stanford University Press has spent six years at the forefront of
digital project publication with the explicit goal of making them as
robust and valid as print publications in the academy. Now, as that
program winds down and other publishers — whether university
presses or library publishers — take up the call to publish inno-
vative digital-only projects, SUP offers this review of the ground-
work we’ve laid in mapping out the processes involved in digital
publishing. In doing so, we hope to encourage the wider adoption
and development of the work we started.

This presentation reveals the behind-the-scenes workflows of
a scholarly publisher producing both print and digital works, in-
viting authors, developers, and other potential publishers of inter-
active digital content to consider the timelines and intervention
points within the development and production of digital projects.
Authors of digital projects benefit from beginning to work with
a publisher much earlier in the development process than they
might with a typical book project. Format and platform choices,

for example, are significant factors in the persistence of a digital
work in the scholarly record, and recent collaborations between
developers, publishers, libraries, and preservation service provi-
ders are beginning to establish recommendations and standards for
archivability (see Levy / McKee 2022; Greeenberg, et al. 2021;
Smithies, et al. 2019; Vinopal / McCormick 2013) to ensure the
preservability of digital projects so that “digital scholarship [re-
mains] a first class object” in the eyes of tenure committees (Wat-
kinson 2017). What becomes clear when examining the parallel
processes of book and digital project publication is the substantial
iterative and collaborative nature of publishing a digital project.

The presentation is accompanied by a visualization that steps
through both print and digital-only publishing processes from start
to finish—from acquisition and editorial development, to contract
negotiating and permissions, to production, copyright registration,
and archiving. The visualization highlights where digital content
introduces new iterative stages in the workflow and yet how still
the overall process mirrors the rigors of typical monograph publis-
hing. While the two formats of the book and digital project seem
distinctively different, many of the objectives and core principles
are the same.

The visualization’s side-by-side workflows make transparent to
authors the different processes they can expect when working with
a publisher to produce a digital project as opposed to a traditio-
nal print monograph. It serves as a point of conversation between
the publisher and authors considering proposing a digital project.
We intend this paper to encourage a conversation with authors, to
share their experiences in publishing so academic publishers can
further refine their practices to meet the needs of authors.

A key challenge but critical requirement of digital publishing
programs is adherence to traditional models that foreground the
rigor of scholarly publishing, including peer review, contract de-
velopment, distribution, citability, and material longevity of the
final product, while also acknowledging and accommodating the
evolving and often ephemeral nature of complex multimodal digi-
tal narratives. As scholarly outputs in Digital Humanities increa-
singly take forms more congruent to the methods underlying the
research informing them, publishers must rise to the challenge of
accommodating digital interactive formats that invite more inno-
vative and appropriate modes of communication than the traditio-
nal print monograph allows.
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